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Case for iPad
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The watertight and impact proof Case for 
iPad is specially designed  for outdoor 
protection of the Apple iPad. Many 
functions are still usable while iPad is 
inside. 
Use the Apple iPad in any situation! Because 
of the slim design of the device, it is necessary 
to handle it with care. Our case provides 
protection not only against water, bumps, 
drops, scratches and dust. Of course the iPad 
can be put inside and removed within 
seconds and without the need for tools. 
The flexible display foil gives a reliable 
protection against ingress of water. The high-
impact resistant polyamid housing is available 
in different colours.

? watertight (IP65), impact proof (MIL810F)
? floatable
? suitable for Apple iPad
? Many functions are still usable
? External dimensions (in mm): 268,3 x 212 

x 26,5
? Weight : 510 gr

1 | Case for iPad in black
No. 290000

2 |Case for iPad in white
No. 290001

3 |  Special colours are possible.
For project of about 100 units, special customer 
colours are possible. 

4 |  Plug replacement Kit
All 3 Plugs and one replacement gasket in one kit.

No. 290054

5 |  Screenfoil Replacement Kit
Includes screenfoil, screen gasket and main gasket.

No. 290055

6 |  Shoulder strap
Replace the Rubber Feet on the backside with metal 
holders for a shoulder strap. So you can easily 
install or remove the shoulder strap within seconds.
920-1300x40mm.

No. 290060

7 |  Hand strap
Instead or in addition of the shoulder strap, you can 
install a hand strap for a safer carrying.

No. 290070

8 | Quick snapper
To remove the case from it's holder without using 
tools within seconds. It is compatible to the RAM 
202 and so to nearly all other RAM-Mount-Units 
(not included).    
No. 290080

Accessories for iPad 03

The 4 brass nuts on 
the backside are 
compatible to the 
RAM 202. So you 
can connect RAM 
Mount Units directly 
with the case.

Backside view
(white version)

Rubber feet 
preventing slipping 
on surfaces.

Plastikclamps can 
be opened w/o 
tools.

Usage in Hospital

The watertight Case for iPad is suitable 
for a broad range of different appli-
cations in a hospital: As an inexpensive 
device for organising the food schedule 
and supply or as a high performance 
device for  operating  medical devices. 
Our polyamide housing is resistant for 
spray disinfection and in line with 
En60610.
The advantages at a glance:

S low price
S spray disinfection with Incidur Perfect   
   possible
S robust spring contacts
S Protection against theft through
   printing logos
S possibility to carry it using the strap
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